
The trailerCam™ wide angle lens covers several horses in the 
same picture.

With the clear 3,6” or 7” LCD-monitor 
in the car cabin you can easily see that 
your horses are safe in the trailer.

Specially adapted for increased safety while transporting 
horses. Robust camera with wide angle lens and night vision 
enables supervision in all types of horse trailers and in all light 
conditions.
 
The 3,6” or 7” LCD-monitor allows you to perfectly see your 
horse for a safe transport. Complete package and easy to install 
in every trailer.

Quality assured wireless surveillance solution 
specially adapted for optimal performance in 
horse trailers

How it works



LCD monitor
The 3,6” or 7” LCD-monitor gives the driver a clear view of 
the horses inside the trailer. The monitor is easily installed in 
the wind shield by using the included suction bracket.

The LCD-monitor has 4 channels which means that you can 
use several cameras in each trailer. It is popular to mount 
an extra camera at the back of the trailer to get supervision 
inside the trailer as well as behind while reversing.

The monitor’s mirror image function also makes the 
system suitable as a back up camera system. The 
monitor is supplied with power by connecting it to the 
cigarette lighter socket (12-24 V). It further has an AV-
in plug for connection to other audio & video equipment 
when not using your trailer (such as DVD-players). 

traiLerCam™

Robust and water proof design (IP66), 5 m of night vision 
and a wide angle lens (80°) makes the trailerCam a valuable 
asset in every horse trailer.

The wide angle lens covers largest possible area in all light 
conditions, from bright day light to pitch black. To install the 
camera you only have to connect the camera power cable 
to the back light or the interior light. This is easily done with 
the included wire connectors. The pictures are transmitted 
wirelessly between camera and LCD-monitor.

The possibility to change the camera frequency allows you 
to add an extra camera for supervision behind the trailer 
while reversing.

 »   Water proof and robust high quality camera (IP66) 

 »   Wide angle camera (80˚) suits every trailer

 »   Night vision for usage in every light condition

 »   Operating temp. -20˚ to +60˚C for usage 12 months/year 

 »   Wireless transmission of pictures (50 m range)

 »   Sony™ CCD chip inside camera for optimal picture quality

 »   Easy to install inside your trailer (12 - 24 V)

 »   Possibility to use 4 cameras to each monitor

 »   Clear 3,6“ or 7” LCD-monitor for comfortable supervision

 »   AV-plug for connection to other AV-unit (DVD)

 »   Complete package including everything you need

 »   Thorough installation instructions in English
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